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List reflects contracts signed within the report month with asking prices over $5M. However, some units will close below $5M. | 1. Change from original asking price to last asking price.  |  2. Some co-op square footages may be approximated.  |     3. Outdoor square footages may be estimated based on 
floorplans. |   4. Days on market reflects NA when units were entered into listing systems as contract signed, without having been publicly listed for more than one day prior to the contract date. |  All material herein is intended for information purposes only and has been compiled from sources deemed 
reliable. Though information is believed to be correct, it is presented subject to errors, omissions, changes or withdrawal without notice. This is not intended to solicit property already listed. Equal Housing Opportunity. The Corcoran Group is a licensed real estate broker. Owned and operated by Realogy 
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